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Interview With David Duke
This interview was conducted
with David Duke on February 3.

It has been edited.
Audacity: You have published
two books which seem to encapsulate your work and ideas.
Can you explain their logic and
their relationship to your overall work?
OK, my two books, of course, are
'My Awakening' and 'Jewish
Supremacism' and they deal with
the awakening of European mankind to our heritage and to the crisis threatening our wellbeing and
freedom.
The books basically show that there
are indeed differences among mankind. Mankind shares certain common traits. We also have diversity
and distinction within the different
races and ethnic divisions and
these divisions are significant. They
make the incredible diversity we
have in culture on the earth. They
made the styles of government we
have. Values. Cultures. Religions.
Sometimes these different groups
are forced into direct competition—
in an evolutionary sense.
Both books recognise that there are
differences amongst the groups of
mankind.
Certain groups have
common interests and often groups
are in competition for resources
and that there is a ideological
struggle going on right now within
the European peoples for a position
o n
t h i s
s t r u g g l e .
The other, more controversial aspect, is the understanding of the

one unique race on the earth, a
small race, called the Jewish people
and these people have truly been
unique from others. They have been
generally the most ethnocentric people on the planet. They have developed a very powerful religion – Judaism, as compared to universalistic
religions of Islam and Christianity.
They have, very consciously, advanced their ethnic, racial agenda.
They have a huge impact in the
Western world.
They dominate
many governmental and media policies. They dominate the Hollywood
industry. I believe that overall their
hyper ethnocentric and hyper racist
ideology called Zionism is the source
of many troubles and conflicts on
the planet. Not the least of which is
the conflict in the Middle East. But
there are problems which go beyond
that, far more wide ranging problems of cultural definition.
.
This doesn't mean that every Jew on
the planet is a bad person or
working against the common ideals
of humanity, but I think there's a
prevalent element (the Zionists)
which dominates the Jewish community, which has a very negative impact and is very damaging. They often with reason falsify history where
Jewish people are concerned.
For example, once Jews had a very
powerful role in Communism, which
has been a deadly pathogen on the
planet. There's never been a system that murdered more people,
tortured
more
people, oppressed more people. The
Jewish element in that has been
concealed by media and the education system , but it neatly explains
vital aspects of global politics in the
last
ninety
years
or
so.
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Abraham Ribacoff, a prominent American (sic) Zionist is a major Duke
critic. Noting that his friends in the Zionist thought-police ‘Anti
Defamattion Commission’ described Duke’s doctoral thesis, completed
at the Ukrainian University 'Interregional Academy of Personnel Management' (MAUP), as a degree issued by a "University of Hate" , Ribacoff
added:
"No matter how many examinations David Duke has passed, the volume
of his research, number of academic citations of his dissertation, or the
cleverness of his literary style, his work libels the Jewish people. It concludes that Zionism is an ideology of ethnic supremacy and that Israel is
a Jewish-supremacist state. It’s all a lie. In truth, Israel is the only true
democracy in the Mid-east."
"Jews had to be concerned that in spite of the fact that David Duke fulfilled the technical academic requirements for the Doctorate, awarding
such a degree and title was dangerous because a legitimate doctoral degree adds authority to his statements and writings. The fact that David
Duke now has the formal title of Dr. David Duke is maddening. It seriously hampers the intellectual struggle against anti-Semitism. Someone has
to do something about MAUP, it is a national disgrace for Ukraine."
So far, Ukraine has resisted Zionist bullying.
Audacity: Terms like ‘a threat to
the survival of a race’ meet
with derision in liberal thinking.
But is there a threat to the survival of the ‘European race’?
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Well, I think anyone who studies
demographics and world history,
can see it. There's no question
that the white race, the characteristics of the genetic makeup of our
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people, are in a very dangerous
survival-situation, a crisis.
If it continues, with low birth rates,
continued mass immigration to the
white nations and intermarriage
and other factors, there's no question that our people will cease to
exist. The qualities of our people
will be lost. I think it would be
tragic. I think that whatever anyone wants to say, there’s a lot of
anti European hate literature and
ideas and we are constantly attacked collectively.
Audacity: You have spent time
in Eastern Europe. Do you see
there a positive movement for a
Euro cultural revival? How does
it relate to other movements of
Euro-renaissance?
I see a very strong movement for
European heritage and culture. I
think politically, frankly, as ironic as
it may sound, Eastern Europe is
probably the freest part of Europe. Things will be said there that
will not be said elsewhere - like the
Zionist domination of the media mainly the Ameri- can media. I
think people around the world know
but nobody in the western world is
able to discuss it. Of course, the
Jewish role in the media has had a
great impact on the Iraq War, the
so-called War on Terror and I believe this to be something truly important in discussing the bloodshed,
murder, destruction and the hidden
Z i o n i s t
a g e n d a .
Audacity: Why did you oppose
the US invasion of Iraq? How do
you conceive US policy in the
Moslem and Arab worlds?
I opposed the invasion of Iraq for a
number of reasons. First, I oppose
the war in Iraq because I think that
war should be a last resort to keep
people from clear aggression. To
declare war on Iraq turned out to
be totally immoral. Iraq was no
threat to the United States.
Of course, time proved me correct
on that, as well as others who
argued the evidence was overwhelming – and the evidence was
overwhelming - that Saddam had
no weapons of mass destruction. We offered a $25 million reward, if someone would come forward and tell us where any of these
thousands of tons of weapons could
be buried and of course that would
take many thousands of people to
be involved in burying and hiding
stockpiles of weapons. Yet not a
single person could come up with a
location and no weapons caches
could be found within Iraq, this too
despite hundreds of inspectors on
the ground searching in Iraq.
I think that the fact that we went
into Iraq and the world tolerated us
going into Iraq is evidence again of
the control of the media, primarily
one which really is under the thumb
of the Jewish extremists. The war
was not about America. It was never about America.
It was only
about fighting Israel's enemies. This was true from the very
beginning. Nor did we have to invade Iraq to get Iraqi oil. Iraq was
more than willing to sell oil at bargain prices. We can't get any more
oil out of this war. If we look at the
price of oil today, what it's costing
the people of the United States and
the civil destruction the war has
cost. It's cost at least a trillion dollars and it's going to cost billions
more
in
medical
care.

We've had tens of thousands of
Americans who were wounded,
maimed. Thousands dead. We've
certainly improved and increased
the power and condition of groups
like al-Qaeda and the other radical
groups.
We have increased hatred. We have increased the prospects of war. We have literally
caused the deaths of tens of thousands of people. That's why I continue to oppose our involvement in
Iraq.
Audacity: A view has grown
that there is some ‘Islamic
challenge’ to European civilization. True or false?
There's only one threat that exists
to Europe and America.
That
threat is massive immigration. If
we have a demographic change in
Europe and Europe goes from the
white Christian origin to an Arabic
or Muslim majority, or to a significant minority, there will be tremendous social conflict and other problems and eventually the total destruction of the very foundations of
our
European
civilization.
That's a problem which has not
been created from the external
forces, but that's been a problem
from those who opened the borders.
That's our responsibility. You can't blame someone for
immigrating for a better living. But
certainly every nation has the right
to preserve its borders and have
that population reflect its values,
culture, education and the rest of
it. Militarily, there is no serious,
credible threat to us from the Islamic
world
in
general.
If Iran did want to use an atomic
bomb - they'd know there'd be an
instant response. Islamic Pakistan
already has one. And if there's any
other country which has one, they
would know if they ever did explode a bomb in a European city, in
an American city, or Australia,
there'd be incredible devastation in
return. More than they could possibly imagine. I think that's a big
deterrent. Same way that Russia
had a deterrent threat if they were
t o
a t t a c k
A m e r i c a .
Audacity: In your travels in the
Middle East, what message
have you given to audiences
there? How have you, as an
American, been received?
I have spoken in a number of places and the reception has been incredible. I have always been honest
and have told them of the Zionist
lobby and their power in America.
But, at the same time, I've told
them that I'm in favour of preserving my own particular country, as a
European culture. That I want to
conserve our faith and heritage. In
very stark terms, I told them that
every genuine American man,
woman and child would want to
preserve it.
I said we also have a lot in common really. We both believe in the
same thing. We value our freedom
to be ourselves. We don't want
anyone to control us. We both see
the danger of radical Jewish extremism - Zionism. At the same
time, certainly, every people have
a right to live and be preserved. You have that right and we
Europeans, have that right. I think
any human being could and does
understand the fact that every people wants to preserve itself and
should have the right to preserve
itself.

I have generally received standing
ovations from large audiences.
Audacity: We note that prominent US politicians condemn
you by name. What does this
mean for your function in American politics?
Well, the establishment has fought
my political rise all along. The entire establishment came out against
me. Most people elected me and I
got a majority vote in my area and
I ran for the Senate and for the
Governorship of Louisiana. I received well over 60% of the European American vote. In the state
of New Hampshire, a long way from
where I live and to show my appeal, I won the nomination for Vice
President of the United States; but
the establishment did everything to
oppose me. But I've still been
elected twice to office.
Audacity: Is there a potential
for an American people’s movement be built to challenge the
New World Order system? If so,
on what basis?
I think there's a big potential in the
United States and I think there's
potential in Europe, Australia and
all over the world. I’ve lectured all
over the world and I believe that
my representing the preserving of
western Christian civilization and
western culture. I think that the
great majority of people here, people wherever they live in the world,
are in favour of that. People everywhere are overwhelmingly opposed
to open borders and immigration to
our countries. I think people everywhere realize that the Hollywood
entertainment industry is not giving
our children a good moral base. I
don't think it's a proper way for our
folks to grow. I think most people
agree on all these things. I think
'yes', the prospects are great for a
mass new movement in not just
America but in every nation of European ethnic
settlement.

people in every aspect. In every
Australian policy, especially foreign
policy. I think that it's negative to
Australian interests and to American interests that we have this
small Neocon minority which exists
in the Democratic Party as well as
the Republicans. I think it's very
important for people in Australia to
have a foreign policy that's completely your own and not determined by any other country, especially
the
United
States.
Audacity: What is the future for
David Duke?
Well, I hope to put out some more
books and material.
Lecture as
long as I'm physically able and as
long as I breathe. I think that this
effort is very critical to this struggle. I don't think there's anything
more
important
to
do.
You know the reason why the great
nation of Australia and others exist
because our people have struggled.
We're incredibly creative,
constructive people over many,
many centuries. All their struggles
and their sacrifices to make great
nations, great literature and the
great architecture and the values of
and other achievements of our society. We appear now to struggle
for our very existence.
I don't
want to see all those sacrifices
abandoned
or
wasted.
I want a future for my children. So
what we're doing today is so
important, because never in history
has the white race been so
threatened. everywhere
Because if truly immigration continues into Australia, your culture,
your heritage, your very existence
could be wiped away and that
would be the greatest tragedy for
you.
____________________________
For readers interested in David
Duke’s world view:
www.duke.com

Audacity: Allowing you accept
the
general
notion
of
what President Putin calls - a
“multi-polar word” – what
course would you recommend
to Australians vis a vis the US
superpower?

Purchase his writings direct. Not
what the media says he says! But
the genuine article!

Well, I think I understand the resentment of the world. I think of
America as a superpower, as an
empire, that not only harms much
of the world, but it harms the
American people as well.
It's unbelievable that we have
Americans who can't get medical
care or afford college education. We have Americans living in
terrible conditions even with our
imperial wealth. America's got a
lot of internal problems.
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I think, obviously, that America
shouldn’t have bases around the
world and I believe that every nation in the world should be able to
freely choose their own government, their own values. I think it's
not just the American Government
that's the problem. I think it's the
entertainment industry and business, mass media, everything.

Subscription: Audacity will be
published seasonally. Price: $6
for 4 issues.

The great majority of the American
people are judged by a minority.
Many are Israel Firsters not America Firsters. But I think Australia, as
a normal and healthy society
should defend the interests of its

__________________________
Audacity, printed and authorised
A.F. Norwick 725 Princes Highway Tempe 2044

Our logo is the Janus head imposed upon the Southern Cross.
This Roman god looked backwards and forwards, binding
past, present and future

Given Australia’s Populate And Perish Policy : Is It Time
For An Enviro-nationalism?
Alec Saunders
Australia’s population of 21.15 millions is set to grow to just under 35
millions by 2050. It could easily
surpass 50 millions by 2100.
By 2100, Australia’s European majority will have long before become
an absolute minority. It may lapse
into minority status before 2070.
The immigration surge, drawn from
the Third World, the higher birth
rates of these immigrant groups,
the below-replacement fertility of
European Australian population and
some intermarriage, will have ensured it. With these changes,
comes the cultural genocide of the
Australian identity.
There is no solace in the perverted
notion that we have nothing to lose
anyway because there is no Australian identity. According to the
multicultural industry, Australia can
only be defined as ‘immigrant’, that
the plurality of cultures that exist
here means, that an Australian culture is a fiction. This is liberal racism, the hatred by rootless cosmopolitan rich traitor class (those
whom William Lane said have
“neither colour nor country”) of the
inconvenient people who occupy
this land and who whisper in the
factories, the clubs and the schools,
that it’s theirs and they are being
dispossessed.
We now ask the vital question: how
many? Regardless of their race or
nationality, whether they mix or
don’t, or any other question of that
sort – how many is really right for
Australia’s carrying capacity? How
many upright, talking simians for
Australia? Thirty millions? Fifty millions? One hundred millions? Clearly, population numbers are knowingly pushed higher by the traitor
class supported by its flunkeys in
academia, media and on the Left whilst Australia is facing environmental disaster. Are they insane?
Environmental Disaster
The Inter-Governmental Panel On
Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment (2007), places Australia
on the road to ruin. By 2020, the
significant loss of biodiversity on
the Great Barrier Reef and the
Queensland Wet Tropics. By 2030,
water crises over southern and
eastern Australia. By 2030, the decline of agriculture and forestry in
most of Australia. By 2050, risks to

some coastal developments by sealevel rises. By 2050, continual
‘drought’ in Central Australia.
With all this comes the destruction
of Australia’s capacity to feed itself
and manage many varieties of industrial production. One Australian
climatologist, Professor Lyons of
Murdoch University, has studied
climate-change models in southwestern Western Australia. He has
concluded that rainfall will decline
over the next 40 – 60 years - and
has already declined by 10% since
1970. He reasons that widespread
clearing reduces rainfall because
rain-bearing clouds are more likely
to form over native vegetation than
cleared paddocks.
In the Perth press In September
2007, there were reports that thirty
per cent of trees, brushes and flowers are dead or dying in the Kulburri National Park.
To produce chiefly for export, Australia has over-cleared the land. To
increase population, demands more
clearing. The problem intensifies.
Is this why we hear of massive desalination plants to support the
megalopolis that Sydney is to become? A former premier of Victoria
(Steve Bracks) would impose a
megalopolis status on Melbourne,
demanding another desalination
plant. And Adelaide and Perth,
which are already entering into a
water crisis – will demand one
each. The dependence of urban life
on desalination implies a danger to
the viability of our cities.
Is this why water is to be privatised
to corporations and managed (over
priced) to enforce rationing to farmers and rural Australians? Is this
why water is to be recycled in our
country towns? The dependence of
rural Australia on rationed and recycled water would suggest danger
for agriculture.
So why increase population? To increase the labour force and the
consumer market as part of the
capitalist rationale for progress?
Clearly, the defence of Australia’s
identity and its economy is married
to the defence of its environmental
quality.
False Greens Push Anti Environment Agenda

ABS Population Check
World Population estimated on November 30 2007 by the US Bureau of Census.
6,633,573,302
Australia’s resident population on November 26 2007 estimated as:
21,148,712
Australia’s population is calculated from the resident population of
March 31 2007 and assumes growth at:
# one birth every 1 min 56 seconds # one death every 3 mins 59
seconds #1 net international migrant every 3 mins 11 seconds
Australia’s overall population increase is 1 person every 1 min 44
seconds
(Assumptions consistent with Series A Population Projections Australia 2004—2101)

The Greens party, is not an environmentalist party, but a humanist
one. What are the Greens saying
about population? Worse than nothing! They want it to increase. In his
book, Patriots: Defending Australia’s Natural Heritage (2006), William Lines denounced Bob Brown of
the Greens and Philip Toyne of the
Australian Conservation Foundation,
for putting immigrants ahead of the
environment.
The Greens occupy a political space
because no one has fought them for
it. The humanist agenda of gay
rights, same sex marriages and refugee immigration won’t help the
environment. A new environmentally conscious party is needed. But
more! Since the answers to the
degradation of our biosphere aren’t
found inside the liberal democratic
framework, the Greens don’t have
the will power to wage the struggle.
To rescue the Australian environment, let alone to protect the heritage of the people, means a fundamental alteration in the economic
and political system. It is time for
rational radicalism!
If Globalist Liberals Feel Guilty,
We’ll Help Them Get Better!
A new enviro-nationalism means
closing the doors and attempting
against all odds to manage the
‘greening of Australia’, while building a domestically oriented economy. It means too upsetting (sic)
our liberal-minded globalists. These
squawkers (like Senators Bob
Brown and Kerry Nettle and many a
Uniting Church minister) talk about
“sharing”, “our abundance” with
“the poor of the world”. Okay, let’s
share just a little. A nationalist government might consider nationalizing their property (even church
property) and sharing that with the
poor of the world – as birth control
assistance! Ahh, compulsion is necessary to compel traitors to put
their money where their mouths
are! We say: don’t sit around lecturing the Australian working people about “sharing their wealth”,
share yours!

Lord Robert May, who addressed
the Lowy Institute (billionaire Frank
Lowy is also a high immigration advocate), said on November 18
2007: “today’s global population
was expected to increase again by
half as much again to reach over 9
billion by 2050”. He then identified
action to reduce population as essential to good relations between
nations. Basically, it means hundreds of millions of the starving
might be knocking at Australia’s
doors within two decades. Apocalypse!
Always, it is naked capitalism which
drives immigration more than any
deluded do-gooder. It is corporate
logic that has raped the Australian
earth. The false Green and his
friends merely provide a fig leaf for
evil.
Australia
First:
A
New
‘Australians Against Further Immigration’ (AAFI)?
When AAFI emerged in 1988, it answered a need, only partly carried
on today by the non-party Sustainable Population Australia (SPA). The
AAFI warned that immigration was
a challenge to identity, economy,
lifestyle, environment and freedom.
It sought to create an across class
popular nationalist and green party
challenge to the Establishment
In 2005/6, some 180,000 permanent visas were issued. About
176,000 were issued last year. The
nightmare population projections
for Australia, inside the secret
boardroom meetings and ministerial
briefings, may be considered
‘targets’.
The position taken by AAFI was
abandoned for a more basic electoral and social critique of immigration. That was regrettable. The first
formula was richer! Australia First
argues that it is time to seize the
Green ground by offering a true defence of our environment, a vital
building block for a new Australian
freedom party!

For The National Reorganization Of Australia First:
Party To Register ; Nationalist Conference Called
The Australia First Party was reconstituted on September 17 2007 with
a new incorporation registered in
New South Wales.
This act was necessary for both the
modernisation of the party and the
defence of core principles and ideals in a changing political climate.
Australia First had managed to acquire national name-recognition
and an expanding supporter base,
but was being held back, in terms
of its public impact and partyregistration, by reactionary thinking. On the one hand, there was
the temptation to be overly cautious in developing organization and
propaganda and in moving the party onwards. Then on the other
hand, there was the suggestion to
take lines-of-least-resistance,

whereby the party would truncate
its essential message and ideals for
‘media respectability’ (sic) and new
‘allies’, thereby supposedly making
us a mainstream phenomenon.
Both lines would have derailed the
party.
Nationalists throughout Australia
recognised the opportunity to
cleanse their ranks. They participated in reconstituting the party
upon its original principles and
basic Australian nationalist ideals.
The party continues to adhere to
the Eight Core Policies advanced by
Graeme Campbell in 1996 as the
basis for the widest unity of Australian nationalists. These policies
offer a formula for eventual national renewal and a programme to

unite the broad patriotic community into an activist party; they offer
a broad policy that can also serve
as the core of an electoral platform.
The policies are published on our
websites.

ration are invited to take membership. Many are taking that option, alongside new and often
younger members of the general
public. A mix of experience and enthusiasm will build the party

The new Management Committee,
made up of only tried nationalists,
exercises authority over Australia
First until 12 months after the party achieves Federal registration.
Then, elections will occur.

The membership drive will be completed as soon as possible. The
party must then organise itself systematically.

The party’s most immediate organizational-legal task is to achieve
that registration. Former members
of the party during the days of the
Campbell administration, former
members of Australian patriotic
parties such as One Nation and
Australians Against Further Immig-

A national conference will be called
in 2008. to oversee the progress of
the party and define on-going development.. Within the provisional
party rules, this conference will express the “democratic temper” (to
quote nationalist writer, Vance
Palmer) which inspires Australian
patriotic people to create responsive organization.

Cronulla, Two Years After The Civil Uprising: The New
Eureka Spirit Grows Strong
The second anniversary of the Civil Uprising at
Cronulla, has passed.
This mass mobilisation of Australian youth and
families shook the advocates of multiculturalism and open immigration.
So much so, has the Australian multiculturalist
industry been threatened in its selfassuredness, that millions of dollars in propaganda and programs (brainwash exercises)
have been directed at the people in the Sutherland Shire area of Sydney.
Resistance continues! The link between the
Civil Uprising and the Eureka Stockade was
drawn by the participants themselves. Flying
aloft on December 11 2005 were not just national flags, but the also Eureka Flag. The Eureka Flag currently adorns many households,
balcony parties and cars throughout the Sutherland Shire.
Insidious anti Australian propaganda in the
schools and the Surf Lifesaving Association has
been countered by parents, students and
youth.
The task of Australia First is to deepen that
nationalist consciousness

Cronulla Says "Eureka" (The Story
Untold)
Ben
The following is an extract from a long work by
a young Sutherland Shire poet.
Wheels of momentum steel and fire,
Caged in a prison of time,

Unknown to the day in Jesus,
In clothes not worth a crime;
Conforming the world of a rotten law,
Primitive and outdated in time,
Confused in the might and power of war.
Eternally dammed under a haunting
Written hand - in a manual before born,
Cursed to live a wasteful life untold,
Bowing heads of a thorn.
Ordered by belief, no feelings of thought,
With freedoms of a slave,
Brought about by altered wisdom,
Lonely and confused unworthy to save.
Mohammed's men amounted fifteen,
Armed a march to Cronulla's Beach,
In the new land travelled, all must
Perish and burn in dying blood of a leach,
It was a planned conquest to
Weaken the Australian soul,
Force us in to a shell of fear,
Shattering dreams of a whole.
Will we fall or will we rise A choice of life and death,
We must stay together firm and strong,
Squeezing lives for breath;
For the soil in which inherited,
Will be stolen by Satan's believers,
Preaching peace and wisdom, acting another,
These are the true deceivers.
An army waited upon the beach,
Judged by them to be their's,
Victims were targeted for termination,
As it was scanned for icon wears,
Between the flags cheerful faces were
Enjoying a day in the sun,
Kids playing like Bradman and Bowling like
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Warne was all so bright and fun.
Three Lifesavers young and pure at heart,
Just finishing their work hours,
Patrolled the beach with honour,
In their yellow and red powers;
The flags flew safe and secure,
Towards the paradise it knew,
Belittled by the worries of the
Nightmare near to brew.
A blooded sword was followed by path,
By Lifesavers chainless and free,
Waves crash and roared surging louder
And stronger to give warning of the three;
And of the bloodshed on the rise,
To stab ones heart and nation As a sleeping enemy left awakened,
I fear of all in relation.
Their innocent eyes and steps were clearly
monitored,
As a battle ground had been chosen;
Enemy eyes locked on burning hatred and disgust,
Awaited the coming war standing frozen Confused of a blood stained track,
Suddenly the guards were surrounded,
With no where to run but back.
Enemy movements were of machines, rattling
Gold chains to the beat of the drum of war,
The great wall of Islam was raised,
As cold shadows cast to the floor,
Exits now blocked, choices were
Made to kill or to be killed;
Funeral cheques were written,
And to mother they be billed.

‘Australia First’ Web Sites
Australia First Party Resources

Australia Wide:
Australia First (Toowoomba):
P.O. Box 103 Crows Nest 4355
Australia First (Brisbane): P.O.
Box 2173 Graceville East 4075
Australia First (Western Australia): P.O. Box 129 Collie 6225
Australia First (Melbourne): P.O.
Box 223 Croydon 3136
Gold Coast, Adelaide and other
locales to be advised.
National e-mail:
ausfirst@alphalink.com.au

New South Wales: http://
ausfirst.alphalink.com.au
Queensland:
www.australiafirst.info
Newcastle:
www.freewebs.com/afnewcastle
Melbourne:
www.australiafirst.net
Truth Television:
www.truthtelevision.net
Special Independent
Nationalist Organisations
Sydney Forum:
www.sydneyforum.net
Inverell Forum:

www.inverellforum.org
Patriotic Youth League:
www.patrioticyouthleague.info
I
Independent nationalist Resources
Australian Nationalist Information Database:
www.ozemail.com.au/~natinfo
Australian Nationalist Ideological
Historical And Legal Archive:
www.alphalink.com.au/~radnat
Aardvark (history of nationalist
organizations):
http://
www.aardvark.fcpages.com/
Nativist nationalists:
www.alphalink.com.au/~eureka
National Independent magazine (on
line): http://rogerhnsw.tripod.com/

